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Legal English: Advanced Level. Visual Reference Materials - 2018-10-29
Пособие предназначается для студентов-юристов, обучающихся по программе дополнительной
квалификации «Переводчик в сфере профессиональной коммуникации». Книга содержит
дополнительные материалы в виде рисунков, схем и таблиц по всем тематическим блокам учебного
пособия «Legal English: Advanced Level: Английский язык для юристов» (в 3-х частях, автор: Е.Б.
Попов). Текст печатается в авторской редакции.
Law Books Published - 1981

What's a rookie manager to do? Faced with new responsibilities, and in need of quick, dependable
guidance, novice managers can't afford to learn by trial and error. The First-Time Manager is the answer,
dispensing the bottom-line wisdom they need to succeed. A true management classic, the book covers
essential topics such as hiring and firing, leadership, motivation, managing time, dealing with superiors,
and much more. Written in an inviting and accessible style, the revised sixth edition includes new material
on increasing employee engagement, encouraging innovation and initiative, helping team members
optimize their talents, improving outcomes, and distinguishing oneself as a leader. Packed with immediately
usable insight on everything from building a team environment to conducting performance appraisals, The
First-Time Manager remains the ultimate guide for anyone starting his or her career in management.
Law for Business - A. James Barnes 2005-01-01

Keenan and Riches' Business Law - Sarah Riches 2011
This text is specifically designed for non-law students studying the law relating to business. Maintaining the
accessible approach which has made this book so popular, the authors provide user-friendly explanations to
equip students with a good understanding of key legal concepts.
Cpa Examination Review - Irvin N. Gleim 1981

Business - Marianne Jennings 2003
Without a doubt, the connection between law and business ethics is made clear with Business: Its Legal,
Ethical and Global Environment. Through an integration of examples and applications, users learn how to
apply legal and ethical reasoning skills when making business decisions. No other book on the market
better prepares tomorrow's managers for the legal, ethical, and global environment in which they will work.
Jennings balances coverage of traditional legal and ethical topics with emerging trends in the business
world, such as cyberlaw, international law, and alternate dispute resolution.
Maui Revealed - Andrew Doughty 2021-10-29
The finest guidebook ever written for Maui. Now you can plan your best vacation—ever. This all new 10th
edition is a candid, humorous guide to everything there is to see and do on the island. Best-selling author
and longtime Hawai‘i resident, Andrew Doughty, unlocks the secrets of an island so lush and diverse that
many visitors never realize all that it has to offer. Explore with him as he reveals breathtaking trails,
secluded beaches, pristine reefs, delicious places to eat, colorful craters, hidden waterfalls and so much
more. Every restaurant, activity provider, business and resort is reviewed personally and anonymously. This
book and a rental car are all you need to discover what makes Maui so exciting. • The most accurate up-todate information available anyplace with up-to-the-minute changes posted to our website and smartphone
app. The app is an optional separate purchase and includes features not possible in a book, but it provides
free access to all 136 resort reviews with our detailed aerial photos—so you’ll know if oceanfront really
means oceanfront—and you can filter them fast for the features and amenities you’re looking for. • Frank,
brutally honest reviews of restaurants, activities and other businesses show you which companies really are
the best...and which to avoid—no advertisements • Driving tours let you structure your trip your way, point
out sights not to be missed along the way and are complemented by 140 spectacular color photographs • 22
specially created maps in an easy-to-follow format with mile markers—so you’ll always know where you are
on the island • Clear, concise directions to those hard-to-find places such as deserted beaches, hidden
waterfalls, pristine rain forests, spectacular coastlines, natural lava pools and scores of other hidden gems
listed nowhere else • Revealing chapter on hidden sights along the Hana Highway • Exclusive chapter on
Maui’s beaches with detailed descriptions including ocean safety • Unique Adventures chapter and over 80
pages of exciting activities from ATVs to ziplines • Fascinating sections on Hawai‘i’s history, culture,
language and legends • Includes information on the offshore islands of Lana‘i, Moloka‘i and Kaho‘olawe

Cumulative Book Index - 1989
A world list of books in the English language.
Accountants' Handbook, Financial Accounting and General Topics - D. R. Carmichael 2012-06-05
This highly regarded reference is relied on by a considerable part of the accounting profession in their dayto-day work. This comprehensive resource is widely recognized and relied on as a single reference source
that provides answers to all reasonable questions on accounting and financial reporting asked by
accountants, auditors, bankers, lawyers, financial analysts, and other preparers and users of accounting
information. The new edition reflects the new FASB Codification, and includes expanded coverage of fair
value and guidance on developing fair value estimates, fraud risk and exposure, healthcare, and IFRS.
Financial Accounting - Jerry J. Weygandt 2019-12-12
To understand a business, you have to understand the financial insides of a business organization. Through
a focus on accounting transactions, real-world problem-solving, and engaging industry examples, Weygandt
Financial Accounting, 11th edition demonstrates how accounting is an exciting field of study and helps
connect core financial accounting concepts to students' everyday lives and future careers. Continuing to
help students succeed in their introductory financial accounting course for over two decades, this edition
brings together the trusted Weygandt, Kimmel, and Kieso reputation with fresh, timely, and accurate
updates to help build confidence and engage today's students.
The Michigan Divorce Book with Minor Children - Alan Bloomfield 2018-04-10
For over 30 years, The Michigan Divorce Book has been the go-to guide for couples hoping to file for
divorce without the additional costs of a lawyer. Constantly updated and very informative, author Alan
Bloomfield has created do-it-yoursef book for filing an uncontested divorce. This volume includes invaluable
instructions for those with minor children.
The American Economic Review - 1924
Includes papers and proceedings of the annual meeting of the American Economic Association. Covers all
areas of economic research.
The First-Time Manager - Loren B. Belker 2012-01-30
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Maui Revealed covers it all—from the wind-swept top of Haleakala to the sparkling underwater reefs. This
is the best investment you can make for your Maui vacation. Whether you’re a first time visitor or a long
time kama‘aina, you’ll find out more about Maui from this book than from any other source. Discover the
island of your dreams with Maui Revealed.
Cumulated Index to the Books - 1979

10e covers core business law topics like contracts and sales in a concise paperback. Summarized cases
integrated throughout the text illustrate key points of law without unnecessary detail. Intended for the oneterm course focused primarily on contracts and sales, the text condenses the latest legal topics--including
cyberlaw, health-care, financial reform, and more--for quick comprehension. An entire chapter is devoted to
Internet Law, Social Media, and Privacy. Current, abbreviated, and affordable, FUNDAMENTALS OF
BUSINESS LAW TODAY: SUMMARIZED CASES, 10e provides an easy-to-understand alternative to
traditional Business Law texts. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Business Associations - William A. Klein 2000
Important features of Business Associations, Fourth Edition, include: * Complete & developed materials on
agency & partnership reflecting the authors' view that a good background in agency & partnership
principles is important for its own sake, & for the study of corporate law * Problems helpful in illustrating
material * Attention to the lawyer as planner, as opposed to litigator or critic.
Nolo's Quick LLC - Anthony Mancuso 2021-02-23
Our current economic climate has led many people to start their own businesses—by choice, necessity, or a
little of each. And since everyone wants to limit their personal liability when starting a business, LLCs have
become very popular. This book simplifies LLC concepts and helps the reader decide whether to form an
LLC or some other type of business entity.
Business Law - Jane P. Mallor 2004
Mallor, Barnes, Bowers and Langvardt’s, Business Law: The Ethical, Global, and E-Commerce Environment,
12th Edition, is appropriate for the two-term business law course. The cases in the 12th edition are
excerpted and edited by the authors. The syntax is not altered, therefore retaining the language of the
courts. As in the 11th edition, the 12th edition includes a mix of actual AND hypothetical cases. The title
has been changed to reflect a new focus of the book – the global and Internet environment. Business Law:
The Ethical, Global, and E-Commerce Environment, 12e includes new pedagogy such as opening vignettes
and new-boxed features such as “Ethics in Action” and “Cyberlaw in Action.” This combined with case
briefs and concept reviews, along with some reorganization of the text results in a more complete, relevant
and user-friendly text.
Legal English for Graduate Students: Visual Reference Materials - 2018-10-29
Учебное пособие предназначается для слушателей магистратуры по направлению подготовки
«Юриспруденция». Книга содержит дополнительные материалы в виде рисунков, схем и таблиц по
всем тематическим блокам учебного пособия для магистрантов-юристов «Профессиональный
иностранный язык: английский язык». Текст печатается в авторской редакции.
Encyclopedia of American Business - Rick Boulware 2014-05-14
Buying, selling, budgeting, and saving are fundamental business practices that almost everyone
understands on a basic level.
Business Law - Jane P. Mallor 2004

Law Books in Print: Subjects - Robert L. Buckwalter 1982
California Legal Ethics - Richard C. Wydick 2007
The new editions of Problems in Legal Ethics (Eighth Edition) and California Legal Ethics (Sixth Edition)
retain their popular problem-based approach while integrating recent developments since the prior
editions. Of particular note is the completely rewritten chapter addressing judicial conduct, which adopts a
fresh and more teachable approach to judicial ethics, based on the new 2007 ABA Model Code of Judicial
Conduct.
Loose-Leaf for Essentials of Business Law - Anthony Liuzzo 2021-01-13
The new, eleventh edition of the Essentials of Business Law program is a practical, concise, and broadbased introduction to the vibrant field of business law. While continuing to offer all the features that have
made this title successful, this new edition includes a chapter on the areas of law affected by social media,
updated content, and enhanced support materials. Both the traditional areas of law, such as contracts and
property, and the emerging areas of law, such as e-commerce and environmental, are covered in short,
informative chapters written to capture the essence of each topic. The objective of the text throughout its
coverage is ease - ease of use, ease of teaching, ease of assessment, and ease of understanding. It has been
developed for those seeking a more fundamental overview of the concepts and principles that are vital to
the understanding of business law.
The Legal Environment of Business: Text and Cases - Frank B. Cross 2020-01-01
Cross/Miller's market-leading THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS: TEXT AND CASES, 11E
delivers comprehensive, cutting-edge coverage using an interesting, understandable approach. You master
vital skills as you study the legal environment within the context of law in today's increasingly regulated
business world. Dozens of examples, business-oriented features, and step-by-step analyses place every topic
within a meaningful context. You learn how today's legal environment is more about the constraints of
business than the simple rules of law with this book's focus on managerial decision-making and current
events. This edition makes ethics a priority with a new framework -- the IDDR Approach -- for making
ethical decisions. The authors focus less on “black letter law” and more on broader issues that correspond
to what business owners and managers face. Updated cases, content, and learning features present the
latest developments and skills to succeed in today's legal landscape. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Business Law Today, Standard: Text & Summarized Cases - Roger LeRoy Miller 2016-01-01
BUSINESS LAW TODAY: STANDARD EDITION, 11E combines the legal credibility, authoritativeness, and
comprehensiveness of a traditional business law book with strong visual appeal and reader-friendly
features. This book's engaging, high-interest presentation is complemented by the essential detail and
information necessary to completely explain business law topics. BUSINESS LAW TODAY: STANDARD
EDITION offers in a credible business law source that you will want to read. The book explicitly meets the
AACSB curriculum requirements. This edition covers contemporary topics that impact today’s business
world, such as the financial crisis and its impact on business law, identity theft, immigration law, and
diversity issues. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Legal Environment of Business - 2015

Business Law - John D. Donnell 1986
HBR Guide to Better Business Writing (HBR Guide Series) - Bryan A. Garner 2013-01-08
DON'T LET YOUR WRITING HOLD YOU BACK. When you’re fumbling for words and pressed for time, you
might be tempted to dismiss good business writing as a luxury. But it’s a skill you must cultivate to succeed:
You’ll lose time, money, and influence if your e-mails, proposals, and other important documents fail to win
people over. The HBR Guide to Better Business Writing, by writing expert Bryan A. Garner, gives you the
tools you need to express your ideas clearly and persuasively so clients, colleagues, stakeholders, and
partners will get behind them. This book will help you: • Push past writer’s block • Grab—and
keep—readers’ attention • Earn credibility with tough audiences • Trim the fat from your writing • Strike
the right tone • Brush up on grammar, punctuation, and usage
Business Law - Daniel V. Davidson 2020-02-02
The Third Edition of Business Law: Principles and Cases in the Legal Environment, continues to offer a

Cengage Advantage Books: Fundamentals of Business Law Today: Summarized Cases - Roger LeRoy Miller
2015-01-01
Packed with 2013 and 2014 cases, FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS LAW TODAY: SUMMARIZED CASES,
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readable, rigorous, and practical introduction to business law in a format that enhances learning and
understanding. With a thorough explanation of the legal and regulatory issues affecting businesses,
Davidson and Forsythe utilize outlines, exhibits, questions, and problems to engage students and enhance
learning. It presents Classic and Contemporary Cases using the judges’ language. A new Business
Application Case threads throughout the book, providing a hypothetical business environment in which
students learn to apply the law. New to the Third Edition: Updated throughout, including cutting-edge state
cases and federal Supreme Court cases. Carefully edited and streamlined presentation make the book even
more teachable and accessible Topics of current interest, such as the college admissions scandal, used in
examples Key new cases include: Southern California Gas Leak Cases, where the California Supreme Court
speaks on recovery of lost profits (Ch. 6) Carpenter v. United States, where the U.S. Supreme Court speaks
on whether a warrant is required for cell phone locator information (Ch. 7) Dynamex Operations West, Inc.
v. Superior, where the California Supreme Court speaks on independent contractors/employees (Ch. 28)
Dell, Inc. v. Magnetar Global Event Driven Master Fund Ltd. where the Delaware Supreme Court speaks on
appraisal rights (Ch 33) Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, Council-new Supreme Court Case concerning the power of labor unions to collect fees from non-union members
(Ch. 38) Professors and students will benefit from: Complete topical coverage in a clear and accessible
presentation A continuous hypothetical business model that connects theory and practice A Classic Case
and a Contemporary Case example in each chapter Rich pedagogy that includes questions, case problems,
and writing assignments Visual aids and exhibits throughout the book that illustrate legal and business
concepts A flexible organization that adapts to a wide range of teaching objectives and approaches
Classroom-tested book, building on the original edition was published in 1984 with Davidson, Forsythe, and
2 other authors The digital Connected Coursebook format that gives Business Law students robust search
and highlighting tools, interactive practice questions, outlining software, a news feed, and more, that are all
integrated into an easy-to-use, streamlined learning experience.
American Book Publishing Record - 1991
Business Law, Objective Questions and Explanations - Irvin N. Gleim 1982
Business Law I Essentials - MIRANDE. DE ASSIS VALBRUNE (RENEE. CARDELL, SUZANNE.) 2019-09-27
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680923018. Business Law I
Essentials is a brief introductory textbook designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of
courses on Business Law or the Legal Environment of Business. The concepts are presented in a
streamlined manner, and cover the key concepts necessary to establish a strong foundation in the subject.
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The textbook follows a traditional approach to the study of business law. Each chapter contains learning
objectives, explanatory narrative and concepts, references for further reading, and end-of-chapter
questions. Business Law I Essentials may need to be supplemented with additional content, cases, or
related materials, and is offered as a foundational resource that focuses on the baseline concepts, issues,
and approaches.
Business Law/legal Studies - Irvin N. Gleim 1992
Law for Business - A. JAMES. RICHARDS BARNES (ERIC. LEMPER, TIM.) 2019-11-17
BUSN - Marcella Kelly 2017-02-21
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their learning
preferences. This option is perfect for those students who focus on the textbook as their main course
resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Loose Leaf for Law for Business - Terry M. Dworkin 2020-01-10
A focus on readability and proven pedagogical devices ensures Law for Business is a student-friendly
perspective that will aid students in their comprehension and critical analysis of often complex topics in
business law. It’s comprehensive, yet concise approach is appealing to both students and instructors alike
giving instructors flexibility and students the ability to understand the fundamental importance of how legal
issues impact decision making in business.
CIA Examination Review - Irvin N. Gleim 1981
Business Law/legal Studies - Irvin N. Gleim 1994
The Small Business Start-Up Kit - Peri Pakroo 2020-02-04
Your one-stop guide to starting a small business Want to start a business? Don’t know where to begin? The
Small Business Start-Up Kit shows you how to set up a small business in your state, while clearing state and
local bureaucratic hurdles. We’ll show you how to: choose between an LLC and other business structures
write an effective business plan pick a winning business name and protect it get the proper licenses and
permits manage finances and taxes hire and manage staff, and market your business effectively, online and
off. The 11th edition is updated with the latest legal and tax rules affecting small businesses, plus social
media and e-commerce trends. With Downloadable Forms Includes access to cash flow projection and
profit/loss forecast worksheets, state-specific business resources, and more (details inside).
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